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INTRODUCTION

 
Recent technological advances have placed

transmission of digital data into an important task 
and digital images are of no exception. Security has 
become an important issue as information technology 
is ruling the world now. Confidentiality, Integrity, 
and authenticity of the secret information pl
major role in the internet world during the data 
transfer. Cryptography plays a major role in securing 
the information from the intruders from modifying 
the secret. 

Visual cryptography is proposed by Noar and 
Shamir in the yearof  1994 (Naor, M., A. 
1994) where secret images are 
among the participants over the internet. (2,2) 
scheme of visual cryptography 
sharedbinary  image,  where the secret image is 
encrypted into two meaningless shares and are 
distributed or transmitted over the untrusted 
communication channel. During decryption the two 
meaningless secret shares are superimposed to 
visually recognize the secret image. The s
is reconstructed without any computation. Later (k
n) scheme of visual cryptography is proposed 
the secret image  is securely converted 
shares, where ‘k’ shares are necessary to reconstruct 
the secret. Less than that has no inf
the shared secret. 
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A B S T R A C T  
Visual cryptography is an encryption scheme which securely encodes an image into 
shares, where the secret is reconstructed by stacking the shares. A (k, n) Visual 
Cryptography  scheme generates ‘n’ shares, where ‘k’ or more shares are required to 
reconstruct the secret. Inspecting less than‘k’ shares does not reveal any information 
about the secret. This paper enhances the color visual cryptography,  encryption method 
by generating a meaningful color shares via error diffusion schemes.  The suspicion of 
the intruders is prevented by embedding the generated color shares  into the halftoned 
imagesgenerated usingError diffusion schemes like Floyd, Jarvis andStuckischemes. 
Halftoned shares named as complement color shares, natural different color shares and 
similar color shares are generated  using 3 different embedding schemes. Simulation 
results show that the complementary shares results in visually pleasing effect for both 
share as well as reconstructed secret when compared to the other schemes.
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INTRODUCTION  

Recent technological advances have placed the 
transmission of digital data into an important task 
and digital images are of no exception. Security has 
become an important issue as information technology 
is ruling the world now. Confidentiality, Integrity, 

of the secret information plays a 
major role in the internet world during the data 
transfer. Cryptography plays a major role in securing 
the information from the intruders from modifying 

Visual cryptography is proposed by Noar and 
Naor, M., A. Shamir, 

secret images are securely shared 
ver the internet. (2,2) 

scheme of visual cryptography initially securely 
where the secret image is 

encrypted into two meaningless shares and are 
distributed or transmitted over the untrusted 
communication channel. During decryption the two 
meaningless secret shares are superimposed to 
visually recognize the secret image. The secret image 
is reconstructed without any computation. Later (k, 

cheme of visual cryptography is proposed where  
is securely converted into ‘n’ 

where ‘k’ shares are necessary to reconstruct 
the secret. Less than that has no information about 

The secret pixel of the binary image is encoded 
into a pair of black and white sub pixels
shares during the encryption process
converted into two subpixels such that, if the pixel is 
white or black one of the subpixel is su
both the shares chosen with a probability of
an individual share gives no clue regarding the nature 
of the pixel, i.e., white or black. 
resultsone white and one black
pixel corresponding to a gray level of 
other case it results in two black subpixels 
corresponding to a gray level of zero. By stacking 
these two shares the secret can be reconstructed.

Visual cryptography hold good for binary 
images where grayscale images and color images 
also can be encrypted using visual cryptography by  
halftoning the  images proposed by W
(2011). This paper proposes a (2,2)  H
Visual Cryptography scheme where 
securely encrypted using visual cryptography. The 
color images are halftoned and are
the basic visual cryptography
avoid the suspicion of the intruders the shares are 
hidden into a natural halftone
in meaningful shares.During decryption the 
meaningful shares are stacked to reconstruct the 
original secret. Halftoning is perfo
Steinberg, Jarvis and Stuckischemes
and G.S. Anandha Mala, 2014
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secret pixel of the binary image is encoded 
into a pair of black and white sub pixelsin each of the 

during the encryption process. Every pixel is 
converted into two subpixels such that, if the pixel is 

black one of the subpixel is substituted for 
chosen with a probability of 0.5. Thus 

an individual share gives no clue regarding the nature 
, white or black. Decryption 

black subpixel for a white 
to a gray level of 0.5 and for the 

other case it results in two black subpixels 
ponding to a gray level of zero. By stacking 

the secret can be reconstructed. 
hold good for binary 

images and color images 
also can be encrypted using visual cryptography by  

proposed by Wang et al 
This paper proposes a (2,2)  HalftonedColor 

scheme where a color image is 
securely encrypted using visual cryptography. The 

halftoned and are encrypted using 
visual cryptography scheme. In order to 

intruders the shares are 
halftone color image resulting 

in meaningful shares.During decryption the 
stacked to reconstruct the 

original secret. Halftoning is performed using Floyd-
tuckischemes (JaniAnbarasi, L 

and G.S. Anandha Mala, 2014), simulation results 
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and the performance evaluation are also explained in 
detail. 

 
Related Work: 

Visual Cryptography is a process of encrypting a 
secret image into two or more shares which are 
transmitted or distributed over an untrusted 
communication network where two or more shares 
are pooled to encrypt the secret. A few essentials that 
have to be maintained during secret sharing process 
are Cheating prevention ,At least ‘t’ participants 
should be involved to reconstruct the secret, 
Meaningful share construction and The size of the 
share and the secret should be equal. 
 
1.Visual Cryptography: 

Visual cryptography scheme allows the visual 
information to be encrypted such that the secret can 
be reconstructed without any computer aid.Visual 
cryptography converts a secret into ‘n’ shares or 
transparencies where the secret is reconstructed by 
stacking the shares. Binary images are processed 
using the basic matrices where the size of the 
reconstructed secret increases accordingly to the 
chosen matrices. When the size of the 
subpixelsincreases, then it leads to a poor 
contrast.Noar and Shamir successfully encrypted 
binary images using (2,2) scheme. Later it was 
extended for (k,n) scheme generating a meaningless 
shares. To avoid the suspicion of the intruders 
meaningless shares are hidden into the natural cover 
images to generate a meaningful shares.Error 
diffusion technique generates better results during 
the halftoning process. Wang et al (2009; 2006) 
extended the visual cryptography for color images 
using error diffusion combined with visual 
information pixel synchronization. 

Li et al (2009) securely shared a binary image 
using step construction process where each share is 
divided into sub shares of various sizes. During 
reconstruction each share has to be extended in order 

to reconstruct the secret. The sub shares have to be  
recursively stacked to retrieve the share. The 
frequencies of the pixels are used to show the 
contrast of the recovered images. For circular secrets 
the secrets are converted into an ellipse during share 
creation which leads to heavy loss of aspect ratio. To 
avoid this dummy pixel[4] has to be added to avoid 
loss of information. Wu et al (2005) developed a 
(2,2) visual cryptography scheme where two secrets 
are embedded at different angles and the secrets are 
reconstructed by rotating the shares at different 
angles.The circular shares, generated by these 
schemes overcomes the limitations of the rectangular 
shares. 

Yang et al (2004) arranged the sub pixels in 
different directions to retain the spatial locationwhich 
avoids the distortion of the recovered images. Yang 
et al (2004) proposed an (2,2) verifiable visual 
cryptography scheme which analyses both binary, 
gray and color images using error diffusion 
halftoning technique. Alex et al (2011) analyzed 
various halftoningalgorithms for securing a binary 
image using Halftoning visual cryptography. 
Prasanna et al (2011) and Tu et al (2014) securely 
embedded the shares using basic Least Significant 
Bit steganographic schemes and reconstructed the 
shares without any loss. 

 
2.Halftoned Visual Crptography: 

Halftoned visual cryptography uses the basic 
conventional matrices for secret encryption. This 
Error diffusion algorithm halftones grayscale or color 
images effectively so that the basic metrics can be 
implemented for the encryption process. The 
quantization error identified at every pixel is filtered 
and set back to the future input pixel to improve the 
quality. Wang et al (2009) successfully shared a 
binary secret using halftone visual cryptography. 
Halftoning is applied to generate meaningful share 
images. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the 
quantized error for Floyd and Jarvis scheme. 
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Fig. 1.a: Floyd and Steinberg Error Filter    b) Jarvis Error Filter 
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Where f(m, n) is the (m, n) the pixel of the gray 
scale image and d(m, n) is the input to the threshold 
t(m, n) and g(m, n) is the output of the quantized 
pixel. Based on the threshold value the output 
obtained is 0 or 1 i.e., if the value of the quantized 
image g(m, n) is less than the  threshold  t(m, n), then 
the quantized value is assumed to be 1 or 0.  The 
color images are separated into 3 color channels and 
error diffusion schemes are applied to obtain a 
quantized color image. Anbarasi et al (2011) 
proposed a scheme for sharing multiple secrets 
usinghalftoned visual cryptography. Shyu et al 
(2011) securely shared and generated images using 
flipping and turning.  
 
Proposed Work: 

Secret color image is encrypted using (2,2) 
visual cryptography scheme where the generated 
shares are securely encoded in a halftoned color 
image resulting in a meaningful halftoned shares and 
are distributed to the participants. During 
reconstruction, halftone color shares are staked to 
reconstruct the secret, i.e., OR operation is performed 
digitally to reconstruct the secret. 

 
1. Share Creation: 

The secret color image S(m,n) of size (m, n) is 
securely encrypted using visual cryptography. The 
color channels Red, Green and Blue given as SR(m,n) 
,SG(m,n)  and SB(m,n)of the secret color image is 
processed separately. Error diffusion technique is 
applied separately to the channels to generate a 
halftoned channels HSR(m,n) ,HSG(m,n)  and  HSB(m,n). 
This halftoned secret HS(m,n)is securely shared into 
two shares HSh1(m,n)   and HSh2(m,n)  using the basic 
visual cryptography matrices. 
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Each pixel ‘p’ of the secret binary image is 
encoded into a pair of black and white subpixels in 
each of the two shares. If the pixel ’p’ is white / 
black the values tabulated as S0 0r S1 is chosen based 
on the pixel values. First row sub pixels are assigned 
to the first shares and the second row is assigned to 
the second share with a probability of white black or 
black white. Any individual share does not give any 
clue whether the pixel is black or white. During 
reconstruction if the pixel is black, the reconstructed 
pixel consists of both black sub pixels,whereas if it is 
a white one of the  sub pixel is black  and the other is 
white pixel. Thus secret is encrypted into two secret 
color shares using (2,2) visual cryptography scheme. 

 
2. Meaningful Halftoned Share Creation: 

In order to avoid thesuspicion of the intruders 
color shares are hidden into a halftonecover image to 
generate a meaningful shares. The secret cover image 
is processed to obtain a halftoned color image. The 
cover image  C(m, n) is separated into 3 color channels 

CR(m, n), CG(m, n), CB(m, n) and are halftoned using 
halftoning schemes using Floyd, Jarvis and Stucki 
error diffusion schemes  resulting in HCF(m,n) HCJ(m,n) 

HCS(m,n). Every secret pixel is encoded into halftone 
cells represented as q=V1*V2. Secret information 
pixel (SIP) selection of the halftone cell plays an 
important role since it improves the visual quality of 
the share image. For a (2,2) VC  Halftonedcell  
q=v1*v2=4  is chosen such that 4 pixels are chosen 
to hide 2 pixels of the share images. Secret 
information pixels are chosen from these 4 pixels 
such that 2 pixels are SIP’s and others are non 
information pixels. Replacing these SIP by the share 
pixels, results in halftonedshares, wherethe resultant 
size of the share  is double that of the secret. The 
meaningful colorshares are distributed to the 
participants. Embedding of the share into the 
halftoned images are performed using schemes like 
complement color shares, natural different color 
share  and similar color shares. 

 
2.1 Generation of Complement Color Shares: 

Embedding the shares to generate a visually 
pleasing effect plays a major rolein share 
creation.The halftoned cover image HCF(m,n) 

generated using  Floyd Steinberg scheme is 
embedded using the pixels of the first share  resulting 
in the halftoned color shareMShF(m,n). In order to 
embed the second share, the complement of 
theHCF(m,n) image  is performed resulting in 
Complement halftoned image HCoF(m,n). The pixel 
values of the second share image are embedded into 
the HCoF(m,n) image resulting in the second halftoned 
color sharesMCShF(m,n). Thus for a (2,2) color visual 
cryptography scheme two color halftonedshares are 
generated. SimilarlyMShJ(m,n),MCShJ(m,n), 
MShS(m,n),MCShS(m,n)represents the halftoned color 
shares generated using Jarvis and Stucki Schemes. 
 
2.2 Generation of Natural Different Color Shares: 

Two different shares are generated by 
embedding into two different natural images. Any 
color image ischosen and arehalftoned using Floyd, 
Jarvis and Stucki schemes such that embedding of 
the first share is performed in a color image and the 
second share is embedded into a different halftoned 
color image resulting in natural halftoned color 
shares. HSh1 and HSh2 are embedded into  two 
different natural color image resulting in NSh1 and 
NSh2 for all the halftoning schemes Floyd, Jarvis and 
Stucki schemes.  
 
2.3 Generation of Similar Color Shares: 

Halftoned color shares are generated by 
embedding the shares into  single images resulting in 
two different shares. First share is embedded into the 
halftoned color image resulting in a halftoned color 
share, similarly the second share is also embedded 
into the same halftoned color image resulting in the 
second halftoned share. This scheme generates 
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similar visual shares for all the participants.HSh1 and 
HSh2are embedded into two similar color images 

resulting in SSh1 and SSh2 for all the halftoning 
schemes Floyd, Jarvis and Stucki schemes.

  
 

Algorithm : Share Creation Process 
 

Input:      Secret Color Image S(m,n) 
Output:  Two Color Shares HSh1(m,n) and HSh2(m,n) 
Begin 
 i) Convert the secret image  S(m,n) into HS(m,n) using halftoning schemes Floyd, Jarvis and Stucki 
 ii) If the halftoned pixel of the secret image S(m,n)=  0  then choose the sub pixelfrom S0and substitute in the first share HSh1(m,n) and the  
       second share HSh2(m,n) 
 Else 
iii) If the halftoned pixel of the secret image S(m,n)=  1  then choose the sub pixelfrom S0 and substitute in the first share HSh1(m,n) and 
      the second share HSh2(m,n) 
iv) Repeat for all the pixels. 
End 

 
Algorithm: Generation of Meaningful Shares: 

 
Input: Cover Image C(m,n), SharesHSh1(m,n) and HSh2(m,n) 
Output: Halftoned Shares 
i) Halftoned share Msh1(m,n)and Complement Halftoned Share  MCSh2(m,n) 
ii)  Natural Different Share NSh1 and NSh2 
iii)  Similar Shares SSh1 and SSh2 
Process 
i) Convert the cover image into Halftoned Cover Image HCF(m,n),  using Floyd halftoning scheme  
Scheme - I 
ii)  Generate the complement of the Halftoned Cover Image resulting in Halftoned Complement Cover Image HCCF(m,n). 
iii)  Replace the halftoned cells of the Halftoned Cover Image HCF(m,n) using the first share pixel HSh1(m,n)resulting in Halftoned 
                  ShareMSh1F(m,n). 
iv) Replace the halftoned cells of the Halftoned Complement Image HCCF(m,n) using the second share pixel HSh2(m,n)resulting in 
                  Halftoned Share MSh2F(m,n). 
Scheme - II 
v) Replace the halftoned cells of the Natural Cover Image using the first share pixel HSh1(m,n)resulting in Halftoned Share 
                   NSh1F(m,n) 
vi) Replace the halftoned cells of another Natural Cover Image using the second share pixel HSh2(m,n)resulting in Halftoned 
                  Share NSH2F(m,n). 
Scheme - III 
vii)  Replace the halftoned cells of the Cover Image using the first share pixel HSh1(m,n)resulting in Halftoned Share SSh1F(m,n) 
viii)  Replace the halftoned cells of the same Cover Image using the second share pixel HSh2(m,n)resulting in Halftoned Share 
                  SSh2F(m,n). 
Repeat the same for Jarvis and Stucki Schemes. 
End 

 
3. Reconstruction of the secret: 

 During reconstruction visual cryptography does 
not requires any computational aid in retrieving the 
secret, i.e., the secret can be retrieved by staking the 
shares. The secret can be retrieved digitally using the 
OR operation. 

 
Simulation Results and analysis: 

In this section various examples are provided to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed color 
visual halftoned visual cryptography. (2,2) HCVC 
scheme is constructed where color natural images 
pepper is used as the halftonedcover image and the 
secret color image lena is encrypted and encoded into 
the coverhalftonedimage generating halftonedshares. 
The size of the  share is 256X256 and the size of the 
secret image is 128X128. The visual cryptography 
pixel expansion is said to be 2 whereas the 
halftonedcell is chosen for embedding the secret is 4. 
The resultinghalftonedsharesis comparedto prove the 
efficiency of the proposed system. 

Scheme I: Complement Shares: 
The secret shares are embedded into the 

halftoned image and the complementhalftoned image 
resulting into halftoned share and complement 
halftoned share.When these two shares are staked 
using OR operation the secret color image is 
reconstructed. Figure 3 shows the chosen cover 
image and the secret to be encrypted along with 
halftonedsecred performed using Floyd error 
diffusion scheme. Figure 4 represents the haltoned 
cover image along with the complement of the cover 
image. Shares are embedded into these halftoned 
cover images resulting in halftoned share and 
complement shares represented in Figure 5. By 
stacking these halftoned shares the secret can be 
reconstructed  and are shown in Figure 6.Since a 
(2,2) visual cryptography scheme is used the size of 
the reconstructed secret is double to that of the 
original secret. Similarly results has been obtained 
for both Jarvis and Stucki Schemes. 
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Scheme II: Generation of Natural 
ColorShares: 

The secret shares are embedded into 
different halftoned cover images and the resultant 
halftoned different shares generated

 

 
Fig. 7: Natural HalftonedDifferent Color
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Similarly the shares are  embedd
same halftoned cover image and the obtained 
halftoned shares as well as the resultant shares are 
shown in Figures 9 and 10.  The recon
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The secret shares are embedded into two 
different halftoned cover images and the resultant 

generated are shown in  

Figure 7. The resultant reconstructed color secret is 
shown in Figure 8. The simulation results shows that 
high interference is present in the reconstructed 
secret when compared to the previous scheme.

                                 

Color SharesFigure                          Fig. 8: Reconstructed Secret

Similar Color Shares: 
embedded in to the 

and the obtained 
halftoned shares as well as the resultant shares are 

igures 9 and 10.  The reconstructed secret 

has high interference of the cover images when 
compared to the Scheme 1. Evaluating the results of 
the reconstructed secret,complementary shares 
results a better reconstructed secret when compared 
to both different and similar shares.

        

Shares                                                    Fig. 10: Reconstructed Secret
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a) Halftoned Cover Image         

  

   Fig. 6:     

Figure 7. The resultant reconstructed color secret is 
The simulation results shows that 

terference is present in the reconstructed 
secret when compared to the previous scheme.

 

Reconstructed Secret 

rference of the cover images when 
compared to the Scheme 1. Evaluating the results of 
the reconstructed secret,complementary shares 

better reconstructed secret when compared 
to both different and similar shares. 

 

Reconstructed Secret 
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Performance and Evaluation Analysis: 
Various analyses are performed to show the 

security of the proposed methodology. PSNR,  
WSNR, LDM and UQI analysis is performed among 
the halftoned secret and the halftoned shares to show 
the visual pleasing effect of the images and are 
shown in the Tables 1,2,3, and 4. Various analyses 
are performed to show the security of the proposed 
methodology. PSNR,  WSNR, LDM and UQI 
analysis is performed among the halftoned secret and 
the halftoned shares to show the visual pleasing 
effect of the images and are shown in the Tables 
1,2,3, and 4. 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) represents 
the maximum possible power of a signal and the 
power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of 
its representation in terms of  decibel (dB). 









=

MSE

max
 log 10  

 2
I

 10PSNR
 

Weighted Signal to Noise Ratio (WSNR) 
computes the weighting appropriate  to noise  ratio of 
an image with respect to the other  and returns the 
results in dB. Maximum frequency specifies the 
spatial frequency in cycles per degree that 
corresponds to the Nyquist frequency in the x-
direction. Linear Distortion Measure (LDM)  
computes the Linear distortion ratio of an image with 
respect to another image. Similarly, Universal Image 
Quality Index (UQI)  measures the quality index of 
the of the test image with a value  range of [-1,1].The 
reconstructed secret is compared among all the 
schemes and the obtained PSNR values are tabulated 
in the Table 5. 

 
Table 1: PSNR values of the halftoned shares 

 Error 
Diffusion 
Schemes 

Halftoned Share HalftonedComplement 
Share 

Natural 
Image Share 
1 

Natural 
Image Share 
2 

Similar 
Image Share 
1 

Similar 
Image Share 
2 

Floyd 54.1321 49.3805 54.1434 51.0794 54.1926 54.1501 
Jarvis 54.1434 49.3869 54.1718 51.9556 54.1598 54.1396 
Stucki 54.1371 49.3797 54.159 51.1482 54.1487 54.1403 

 
Table 2: WSNR values of the halftoned shares 

ErrorDiffusionSchemes Halftoned 
Share 

Halftoned 
Complement Share 

Natural 
Image Share 
1 

Natural 
Image Share 
2 

Similar 
Image Share 
1 

Similar Image 
Share 2 

Floyd 15.6833 6.9044 16.5528 9.3395 16.5528 16.3414 
Jarvis 15.8435 6.6989 16.3282 9.1717 16.3282 16.0324 
Stucki 16.0166 6.7392 16.4238 9.2414 16.4238 16.1871 

 
Table 3: LDM values of the halftoned shares 

 ErrorDiffusionSchemes Halftoned 
Share 

Halftoned 
Complement Share 

Natural 
Image Share 
1 

Natural 
Image Share 
2 

Similar 
Image Share 
1 

Similar Image 
Share 2 

Floyd 0.4966 0.4966 0.5047 0.5047 0.5047 0.5047 
Jarvis 0.4967 0.4967 0.5051 0.5051 0.5051 0.5051 
Stucki 0.4966 0.4966 0.5051 0.5051 0.5051 0.5051 

 
Table 4: UQI values of the halftoned shares 

 ErrorDiffusionSchemes Halftoned 
Share 

Halftoned 
Complement Share 

Natural 
Image Share 
1 

Natural 
Image Share 
2 

Similar 
Image Share 
1 

Similar Image 
Share 2 

Floyd 0.4356 -0.3861 0.4619 0.0025 0.4619 0.4567 
Jarvis 0.4345 -0.3814 0.4563 0.00039 0.4563 0.453 
Stucki 0.4337 -0.3834 0.4554 -0.0002 0.4554 0.4543 

 
 
Table 5: PSNR among the reconstructed secret 

 ErrorDiffusionSchemes Scheme I and II Scheme I and III 
PSNR PSNR 

Floyd 13.2303 10.7606 
Jarvis 13.2084 10.753 
Stucki 13.211 10.755 

 
The  resultant PSNR is around 13dB where as 

Wang et al (2011) achieved  around 11dB, which 
shows the superiority of the complement shares for 
color visual cryptography.Similarly, Alex et al 
(2011) achieved 45.6 dB for the halftoned shares a 
for gray scale images where as the proposed work 
achieved around 53dB. 
 
Conclusion: 

The proposed halftoned visual cryptography 
securely shares a color image into meaningful 
halftoned shares. Various error diffusion techniques 
are applied to improve the visual quality of the 
halftoned shares. Error diffusion schemes have a 
very low complexity and provides a good image 
quality. The generated halftoned complement shares 
proves better visual quality when compared to the 
different share images and similar shares. The 
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reconstructed secret from the halftoned shares does 
not suffer  any cross interference of the cover image. 
The performance analysis shows improvement in 
thePSNR  value  compared to the existing system for 
the complementary shares. 
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